Synthesis and mechanistic aspects of 2-anilinonicotinyl-pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine conjugates that regulate cell proliferation in MCF-7 cells via estrogen signaling.
A series of anilinonicotinyl linked pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine conjugates (6a-x) were synthesized and evaluated for their antiproliferative activity. Some of these conjugates exhibited promising cytotoxic effects in the MCF-7 cell line and among these 6a and 6c exhibited significant effects, apart from G2/M cell cycle arrest. Interestingly they showed profound effects on cyclin D1, Bcl-2 and survivin proteins that regulate breast cancer cell proliferation. Moreover, ER alpha protein expression was studied to understand regulatory role of these conjugates on estrogen activity in estrogen positive breast cancer cells like MCF-7 and compounds 6a and 6c reduced their activity.